NATIONAL INFORMATION CENTRE OF EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING (NICEE) @ IIT KANPUR

NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT PRACTICES IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT @ONLINE JUNE 18- 25, 2022

Who can attend?
You can apply if you have successfully completed 6 semesters of B.Arch Degree Course

Why attend?
• Every state in India has at least moderate earthquake risk, which has to be considered by you as you conceive, design and construct buildings of the future.
• Get ahead of peers as you learn the best practices in earthquake resilient design.
• If selected, you will be a part of teams mentored by great influencers in earthquake resilient architecture to solve real-world design problems.

Workshop highlights
• Focused lectures on EQ Resistant Concepts for Architectural Design
  • Studio sessions in small teams with special jury prizes
  • Mentorship by experienced pan India resource faculty
    • Special Lectures form International experts
• Certificates for all successful participants with requisite attendance
  • Virtual Visit – IIT, Kanpur’s lab

LIMITED SEATS
APPLICATION DEADLINE – MAY 25, 2022
REGISTRATION IS FREE

Write to nicee.workshop2022@gmail.com to apply